Deloitte’s agile and DevOps transformation and delivery services
Our agile and DevOps
transformation practice

Our agile and DevOps
delivery capabilities

We thrive on tackling large and complex changes.

We do not just preach agile and DevOps, we deliver.

Our agile and DevOps transformation practice has demonstrated that it can help scale and
accelerate agile and DevOps through engagements with 75+ clients across the world. Our
dedicated transformation specialists, trainers, and coaches promote cultural and
behavioral changes that are the foundation for high performing teams and accelerating
delivery from concept to cash.

We not only help clients transform, we also help clients deliver. Through our diverse
technology implementation practices, we can apply agile and DevOps to meet delivery
goals no matter how big or small. Across our global member firms, our delivery practices
are 26,000 professionals strong, regularly implement $10-50 million programs using agile,
and are industry leaders across a range of strategic technologies.

Key services…

Key services…

Agile and DevOps transformation,
methodology, training, coaching

DevOps and tooling

On-site, nearshore, and
offshore agile delivery

Agile product ideation, design,
and delivery

Organization, talent, and
operating model design

Change management and
communication

Agile-packaged implementation

Massive custom implementations
using agile and DevOps delivery

Numbers at a glance

1,700+
Global agile transformation specialists
with 5-10 years of experience

5+
Countries globally
hosting agile COEs
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5,000+
Directly trained and coached client
professionals across the world

7+
Countries that we have
led agile engagements

Right-speed IT strategy enablement:
Deloitte can help transform business and technology
organizations to achieve faster and higher quality delivery.
We focus on supporting the right-speed by customizing
agile IT to fit your organization, while shifting cultures and
mindsets to balance the big picture with iterative detailing.
Our services include the following:
•
•
•
•

Agile IT operating model design
Product0centric organizational model
Enterprise agile transformation
Lean startup based innovation

SAFe and agile at scale / Enterprise agile:
Deloitte is a Scaled Agile Gold Partner and helps you
leverage SAFe to solve the challenges of adopting agility
at scale. Our services include the following:
• SAFe transformation
• Enterprise agile strategy and design
• Tailored agile training and coaching

DevOps enablement:
Deloitte helps you achieve enterprise agility by tailoring a
DevOps approach for accelerated delivery through the
optimization of the following tools, processes, and
architecture:
• DevOps strategy, architecture, and cloud integration
• DevOps transformation and engineering implementation
• DevOps tool chain configuration and deployment
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Agile program stand-up and APMO:
Deloitte can help you coordinate, learn, collaborate and
deliver at enterprise scale. We create a vision and a
product / program roadmap for agile teams to deliver,
establishing the right governance structure, which includes
the following:.
• Agile program definition and stand-up
• End-to-end agile program management

Technology solutions:
From strategy to implementation, Deloitte delivery
solutions span the agility spectrum to help you drive
transformation, improve productivity, and streamline
business operations. Our practical, innovative solutions are
linked to measurable goals to help achieve a competitive
advantage.

Our services

